CLASS SCAFELL
Autumn 1

This half term we have been focussing on our theme Myths and Legends
throughout all of our lessons. Our sensory story for English is the story of
Medusa, we have had lots of fun exploring different objects and sounds
related to the story. Here’s Lillie wearing the crown of leaves and Harley
slaying Medusa!

In our Maths lessons we have changed our coconuts from our coconut shy
into Medusa heads, the students have been practising their counting
skills by counting how many of the Medusa heads they can knock over.

Scarlett has also been using the snakes from Medusas hair and her
magnetic number board to continue to work on her number skills!

In PE we have adapted one of our maths games so that we can work on
our pushing, throwing, kicking and striking skills. All of the class have
worked so hard in PE. Harley is very good at striking the Medusa head!

During our theme lessons we have looked at different mythical creatures and
used different materials to explore them including shaving foam and fabric.
We have also used our creativity to work on some of our own pieces of art
work related to our sensory story.

Just look at Scarlett’s Medusa headpiece! Lillie has also been working hard
choosing her favourite sounds using our sound buttons!

In Life Skills we have been using Greek yoghurt, oats and fruit to create a
healthy snack. Lots of the mythical creatures we have been learning about
originally came from Greece. Manaas, Harley, Scarlett and the rest of the
class have had fun exploring with our ingredients!

In school we have introduced a ‘Recovery Curriculum’ this gives us time to look at the current
situation and how it is important to stay healthy by washing hands regularly. Our pupils have
responded well to our hand washing song and having support to keep their hands clean more regularly.
It is also a chance to catch up with our students and work with them to see where they are up to with
their learning and what they need to work on. Manaas has been working really hard during our positive
looking sessions.

It has been wonderful having our students back in school
and the staff in Class Scafell have had a wonderful half
term, we hope you have too! Stay safe, take care and we
look forward to seeing you all back after half term!

